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CURTIS ENGINE & EQUIPMENT RECEIVES TWO INDUSTRY AWARDS AT
MTU ONSITE ENERGY NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR CONFERENCE
Curtis Engine was Honored for the “Most Generators Sold Nationally” and
“Achieving $10 Million in Generator Sales”
Award Ceremony took place Wednesday, January 20, 2010, at the MTU Onsite Energy National
Distributor Conference in Detroit
BALTIMORE - Curtis Engine & Equipment, Inc., a leading provider of power generation solutions
in the Baltimore/Washington area and the Mid-Atlantic region’s distributor of MTU Onsite Energy,
received two industry awards at the MTU National Distributor Conference on Wednesday,
January 20, 2010 in Detroit.
The conference and award ceremony was attended by Curtis Engine’s senior management, sales
and service personnel.
Curtis Engine was honored for having the “Most Generators Sold Nationally.” Paul Koch, chief
operating officer, also received an award for “Achieving $10 Million in Generator Sales.”
According to Albert Grimes, president, “We are honored to have Curtis Engine be chosen to
receive these two major distributor awards within the MTU community. It is especially rewarding
to have been recognized by the management of MTU, a worldwide supplier of engines and power
generation equipment.”
Curtis Engine, headquartered in Baltimore, is the factory-authorized distributor within the MidAtlantic region for several industry leading manufacturers of power generation equipment,
including MTU Onsite Energy and Waukesha Engine. In addition to providing diesel and natural
gas generators and switchgear, Curtis Engine is a highly respected generator maintenance and
service company serving commercial, institutional, and governmental entities for over 60 years.
The Company is also a pioneer in the Landfill-Gas-To-Energy (“LFGE”) market and has been
designing, building, operating, and maintaining Renewable Energy power plants for over 20
years.
For more information about Curtis Engine & Equipment, Inc., visit www.curtisengine.com or call
410-536-1203 or 1-800-573-9200.
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